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In this paper,we investigate the role of evolutionary operations in acceptinghybridnetworks
of evolutionary processors (AHNEP for short) in the following way. We consider AHNEPs
with all the nodes specialized in only one evolutionary operation (substitution, insertion,
or deletion) or in two operations out of these three. The considered variants differ in two
respects: filters that are used to control the exchange of information (weuse randomcontext
conditions and regular languages as filters) and theway of accepting the inputword (at least
one output node or all output nodes are non-empty at some moment in the computation).
The computational power of all these variants is studied.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
Motivated by some models of massively parallel computer architectures (see [6,7]), networks of language processors
have been introduced in [4]. Such a network can be considered as a graph where the nodes are sets of productions and, at
any moment of time, a language generated by these productions is associated with every node. In an evolutionary step, the
nodes change their associated languages according to their set of rewriting rules and, in a communication step, the words
are sent to other nodes via filters. An implicit assumption is that arbitrarily many copies of every word are available such
that when a production can be applied at two or more sites in a word the production is applied at each site in different
copies of the word.
Inspired by biological processes, a different variant of a network of language processors which is called a (generating)
networkwith evolutionary processors has been introduced in [3]. The productions of the nodes in a networkwith evolution-
ary processors might be viewed as formal specifications of the point mutations known from biology. Each node is associated
with a set of rules and all rules of a node are of the same type, namely either substitutions of one letter by another letter
or insertions of letters or deletions of letters; each node is then called substitution node or insertion node or deletion node,
respectively. In [10], an accepting variant of networks of evolutionary processors is introduced, namely accepting hybrid
networks of evolutionary processors (AHNEPS for short). The term hybrid comes from the fact that an insertion or deletion
node may be allowed to apply its rules only in the right-hand or left-hand end of a word, respectively. The computation in
an AHNEP starts with a given word in a distinguished node (input node) of the network which is processed by the network
in a parallel way and accepted if a word occurs at some time in another distinguished node (output node).
Obviously, the computational process just described is not exactly an evolutionary process in theDarwinian sense. But the
rewriting operations we have considered might be interpreted as mutations and the filtering process might be viewed as a
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selectionprocess. Recombination ismissing, but itwasasserted that evolutionaryand functional relationshipsbetweengenes
can be captured by taking only local mutations into consideration [12]. Consequently, accepting networks with evolutionary
processors might be viewed as bio-inspired computing models. We want to stress from the very beginning that we are not
concernedherewith a possible biological implementation, though amatter of great importance.We are aware of the fact that
modelling genetic evolutionary steps in this simple form is a demanding task requiring more than the system described in
this paper. The evolutionary processor informally described here is amathematical concept similar to that of an evolutionary
algorithm, both being inspired from the Darwinian evolution.
In [8], a characterization of the complexity classesNP, P and PSPACE based on AHNEPs with random context filters is
presented. In [9], it was shown that every recursively enumerable language can be accepted by an AHNEPwith 24 nodes and
random context filters. In [1], this result was improved; seven nodes are sufficient. All these networks necessarily contain
all types of nodes.
AHNEPs without insertion nodes, where the filtering process is regulated by either regular sets or random contexts, were
first investigated in [5]. In [2], the generative capacity of networks with regular filters and only two types of nodes was
studied. In the present paper, we try to complete the picture of computational power of AHNEPs with either random context
or regular filters and at most two types of nodes.
2. Some notations and definitions
Throughout the paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of the theory of formal languages.
We here only recall some notation and notions as they are used in the paper.
An alphabet is a finite and non-empty set of symbols. The cardinality of a finite set A is written as card(A). Any sequence
of symbols from an alphabet V is called a word over V . The set of all words over V is denoted by V∗ and the empty word is
denoted by ε. A language over V is a subset of V∗.
The length of a word x over an alphabet V is denoted by |x|while |x|U denotes the length of the word obtained from x by
removing all symbols not in U ⊆ V . If U consists of a letter a only, we write |x|a for the number of occurrences of the letter
a in x. Furthermore, alph(x) denotes the (with respect to inclusion) minimal alphabet W such that x ∈ W∗. A morphism
h : V∗ → U∗ is called literal or weak literal, if h(a) ∈ U or h(a) ∈ U ∪ {ε} for all a ∈ V , respectively.
In this paper, we identify languages and language families, if they only differ in the empty word and the empty set,
respectively.
We say that a rule a → b, with a, b ∈ V ∪ {ε} is a substitution rule if both a and b are not ε; it is a deletion rule if a = ε
and b = ε; it is an insertion rule if a = ε and b = ε. The set of all substitution, deletion, and insertion rules over an alphabet
V are denoted by SubV , DelV , and InsV , respectively.
Given a rule σ as above and a word w ∈ V∗, we define the following actions of σ on w:
• If σ ≡ a → b ∈ SubV , then σ ∗(w) =
⎧⎨
⎩ { ubv | ∃u, v ∈ V
∗ (w = uav) } ,
{w } , otherwise.
• If σ ≡ a → ε ∈ DelV , then σ ∗(w) =
⎧⎨
⎩ { uv | ∃u, v ∈ V
∗ (w = uav) } ,
{w } , otherwise,
σ r(w) =
⎧⎨
⎩ { u | w = ua } ,{w } , otherwise, σ l(w) =
⎧⎨
⎩ { v | w = av } ,{w } , otherwise.
• If σ ≡ ε → a ∈ InsV , then
σ ∗(w) = { uav | ∃u, v ∈ V∗ (w = uv) } , σ r(w) = {wa } , σ l(w) = { aw } .
The action α ∈ {∗, l, r} expresses the way of applying a substitution, a deletion or an insertion rule to a word, namely at
any position (α = ∗), in the left (α = l), or in the right (α = r) end of the word, respectively. For every rule σ , any action
α ∈ {∗, l, r}, and any language L ⊆ V∗, we define the α-action of σ on L by
σα(L) = ⋃
w∈L
σα(w).
Given a finite, non-empty set of rulesM, we define the α-action of M on a word w and a language L by:
Mα(w) = ⋃
σ∈M
σα(w) and Mα(L) = ⋃
w∈L
Mα(w),
respectively.
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IfM = ∅ (no rules are applied to w or L), then w and L are not changed: ∅α(w) = {w} and ∅α(L) = L.
In what follows, we shall refer to the rewriting operations defined above as evolutionary operations since they may be
viewed as linguistic formulations of local DNA mutations.
If θ : V∗ −→ {0, 1} is a predicate and L ⊆ V∗, we write
θ(L) = L ∩ θ−1(1).
We are interested in some special predicates. For two disjoint subsets P and F of an alphabet V , a regular set R over V ,
and a word x over V , we define the predicates
• θ s,P,F(x) = 1 if and only if P ⊆ alph(x) and F ∩ alph(x) = ∅,
• θw,P,F(x) = 1 if and only if
– P = ∅ implies alph(x) ∩ P = ∅ and
– F ∩ alph(x) = ∅,
• θR(x) = 1 if and only if x ∈ R.
The conditions of the first two predicates are based on random context conditions defined by the two sets P (permitting
contexts/symbols) and F (forbidding contexts/symbols). Informally, the first condition requires (s stands for strong) that all
permitting symbols are and no forbidding symbol is present in x, while the second (w stands for weak) is a weaker variant
such that at least one permitting symbol (if one is given) appears in x but still no forbidding symbol is present in x. We call
these two predicates random context predicates. The third predicate asks for membership in a regular set and is called a
regular predicate.
An evolutionary processor over V is a tuple (M, ϕ, ψ), where:
– M is a set of either substitution, deletion, or insertion rules over the alphabet V ; formally, M ⊆ SubV or M ⊆ DelV or
M ⊆ InsV . The setM represents the set of evolutionary rules of the processor. As one can see, a processor is “specialized” in
one evolutionary operation only.
– ϕ is the input predicate, whileψ is the output predicate of the processor. Informally, these two predicates work as filters. A
word w can enter or leave the processor, if it satisfies the predicate ϕ(w) orψ(w), respectively.
An evolutionary processor (M, ϕ, ψ) is non-inserting, if M is a set of either substitution or deletion rules, it is non-
deleting, if M is a set of either substitution or insertion rules, it is non-substituting, if M is a set of either insertion or
deletion rules. Further, a node is an insertion, a deletion, or a substitution node, if M ⊆ InsV or M ⊆ DelV or M ⊆
SubV , respectively. The set of all evolutionary processors is denoted by EPV . The set of all non-inserting, non-deleting, non-
substituting, insertion, deletion, and substitution processors over V is denoted byNIEPV , NDEPV , NSEPV , IEPV , DEPV , or SEPV ,
respectively.
We are interested in two types of filters: filters defined by random context conditions and filters defined by regular
set conditions. An evolutionary processor X ∈ X with X ∈ {NIEPV ,NDEPV ,NSEPV , IEPV ,DEPV , SEPV } is called a random
context X processor, denoted by rcX , if its both predicates are of the form θ s,P,F or of the form θw,P,F for certain disjoint
subsets P and F of V . Such a processor is called a regular processor, denoted by regX if its both predicates are of the form θR
for some regular set R ⊆ V∗.
An accepting hybrid network of evolutionary processors (AHNEP for short) is a 7-tuple = (V,U, G,N, α, xIn,Out), where:
• V and U are the input and network alphabet, respectively, satisfying V ⊆ U.
• G = (XG, EG) is an undirected graph without loops with the set of vertices XG and the set of edges EG . The graph G is
called the underlying graph of the network.
• N : XG −→ EPV is a mapping which associates with each node x ∈ XG the evolutionary processor N(x) = (Mx, ϕx, ψx).• α : XG −→ {∗, l, r} is a mapping which associates with each node a type of action; α(x) gives the action mode of the
rules of node x on the words existing in that node.
• xIn ∈ XG is the input node of .• Out ⊂ XG is the set of output nodes of .
In a similar way, one can define accepting networks of non-inserting, non-deleting, non-substituting, insertion, deletion,
and substitution processors denoted by AHNNIEP, AHNNDEP, AHNNSEP, AHNIEP, AHNDEP, and AHNSEP, respectively.
An accepting network as above is a random context or regular network if all its processors are random context or regular
processors, respectively.
Since we consider only accepting hybrid networks with evolutionary processors in this paper, we omit often the words
‘accepting’ and/or ‘hybrid’ and/or ‘with evolutionary processors’ and only use the term ‘network’.
We say that card(XG) is the size of .
A configuration of an AHNEP  as above is a mapping C : XG −→ 2V∗f which associates a finite set of words with every
node of the graph. A configurationmay be understood as the sets ofwordswhich are present in any node (or in the associated
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processor) at a given moment. Given a word z ∈ V∗, the initial configuration of  on z is defined by C(z)0 (xIn) = {z} and
C
(z)
0 (x) = ∅ for all x ∈ XG \ {xIn}.
A configuration can change either by an evolutionary step or by a communication step. When changing by an evolutionary
step, each component C(x) of the configuration C is changed in accordance with the set of evolutionary rulesMx associated
with the node x and the way of applying these rules α(x). Formally, we say that the configuration C′ is obtained in one
evolutionary step from the configuration C, written as C ⇒ C′, if and only if
C′(x) = Mα(x)x (C(x)) for all x ∈ XG.
When changing by a communication step, each node processor x ∈ XG sends one copy of each word it has, which is able
to pass the output filter of x, to all the node processors connected to x and receives all the words sent by any node processor
connected with x provided that they can pass its input filter.
Formally, we say that the configuration C′ is obtained in one communication step from configuration C, written as C  C′,
if and only if
C′(x) = (C(x) − ψx(C(x))) ∪
⋃
{x,y}∈EG
(ψy(C(y)) ∩ ϕx(C(y))) for all x ∈ XG.
Note that words that cannot pass the output filter of a node remain in that node and can be further modified in the
subsequent evolutionary steps, while words that can pass the output filter of a node but cannot pass the input filter of any
node are lost.
Let  be an AHNEP, the computation of  on the input word z ∈ V∗ is a sequence of configurations C(z)0 , C(z)1 , C(z)2 , . . .,
where C
(z)
0 is the initial configuration of  on z, C
(z)
2i ⇒ C(z)2i+1 and C(z)2i+1  C(z)2i+2, for all i ≥ 0. Note that the configura-
tions are changed by alternating steps. By the previous definitions, each configuration C
(z)
i is uniquely determined by the
configuration C
(z)
i−1. A computation halts (and it is said to be weak (strong) halting) if the following condition holds: There
exists a configuration in which the set of words existing in at least one output node (all output nodes) is non-empty. The
computation is said to be a weak (strong) accepting computation.
The languages accepted in the weak or strong sense by  are defined as
Lwa() = { z ∈ V∗ | the computation of  on z is weak accepting } and
Lsa() = { z ∈ V∗ | the computation of  on z is strong accepting } .
In the theoryofnetworks, sometypesofunderlyinggraphsarecommonlike rings, stars, grids, etc.Networksofevolutionary
processors, seen as language generating or accepting devices, with underlying graphs having these special forms have been
considered in several papers, see, e. g., [11] for an early survey. We focus here on complete networks, i. e., networks having a
complete underlying graph. Therefore, in what follows we replace the graph G in the definition of an accepting network by
the set of its nodes usually denoted by χ .
Moreover, we present an evolutionary network by its nodes x and the parameters corresponding to x, where instead of
ϕβx,PIx,FIx andψβx,POx,FOx , in case of random context processors, and instead of ϕRx andψR
′
x for regular processors, we only
mention PIx , FIx , POx , FOx , βx and Rx, R
′
x , respectively.
For Z ∈ {AHNNIEP, AHNNDEP, AHNNSEP, AHNIEP, AHNDEP, AHNSEP}, an accepting mode x ∈ {wa, sa}, and a type
y ∈ {rc, reg} of filters, by Lx(yZ) we denote the set of all languages which can be accepted in the weak/strong sense by
networks of type Z with filters of type y.
The following two notions will be very useful in the sequel. If h is a one-to-one mapping from U to W and  =
(V,U, χ,N, α, xIn,Out) is an network, then we set
• h(a → b) = h(a) → h(b) for any evolutionary rule a → b,
• h(N)(x) = (h(Mx), ϕβx,h(PIx),h(FIx), ψβx,h(POx),h(FOx)) for every x ∈ χ , provided thatN(x) = (Mx, ϕβx,PIx,FIx , ψβx,POx,FOx),
and
• h = (h(V), h(U), χ, h(N), α, xIn,Out).
Now, given two networks of the same type i = (Vi,Ui, χi,Ni, αi, xiIn,Outi), i = 1, 2, with χ1 ∩ χ2 = ∅, we set
1 unionsq 2 = (V1,U1 ∪ U2, χ1 ∪ χ2,N, α, x1In,Out2), where ◦ |χi= ◦i for all ◦ ∈ {N, α} and i = 1, 2. Since we take just
the union of the nodes the computation starts in the input node of the first network, stops if an output node of the second
network gets a word, and the strings can pass several times from the nodes of one network to those of the other one during
the computation; however, by means of suitable filters we can ensure that only the words from the output nodes of the first
network can pass to nodes of the second network which gives a sequential composition of the networks.
In order to illustrate the role of the above notations we give a very simple example.
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Example 1. Let L be the singleton language consisting of a word w = a1a2 · · · an with n ≥ 1 over an alphabet V . The
language L can be accepted in the weak (strong) sense by the following AHNEP with 2n nodes, namely the input node
xIn and nodes x2, x3, . . . , xn, which introduce n new letters Xi that represent the position of the letter in the word, nodes
y1, y2, . . . , yn−1 which cancel the new letters from left to right if they are at the correct position, and the output node xO.
Formally, the working alphabet is U = V ∪ {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}, where all symbols Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are new pairwise distinct
symbols not in V . We note that Xi = Xj for some different indices i and j also holds, if ai = aj . The nodes are defined
by:
xIn :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a1 → X1},
PI = ∅, FI = U \ V,
PO = {X1}, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s,
xi, 2 ≤ i ≤ n :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {ai → Xi},
PI = {X1, X2, . . . , Xi−1}, FI = {Xi, Xi+1, . . . , Xn},
PO = {Xi}, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s,
yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {Xi → ε},
PI = {Xi, Xi+1, . . . , Xn}, FI = {X1, X2, . . . , Xi−1},
PO = ∅, FO = {Xi},
α = l, β = s,
xO :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = ∅,
PI = {Xn}, FI = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn−1} ∪ V,
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s.

The network from Example 1 can be extended to accept the language of all words over the alphabet V containing the
factor w. The role of this example is to show how two AHNEPs can be combined in order to form a new AHNEP.
Example 2. Let L′ = {uwv | u, v ∈ V∗}, where w is the word from the previous example. For an alphabet A, we denote by
A¯ the set of all barred copies of elements of A: A¯ = { a¯ | a ∈ A }.
First, we construct the AHNEP 1 = (V,U1, χ1,N1, α1, yIn, {zO}) of size 4 with the working alphabet U1 = V ∪ V¯ and
the nodes defined by:
yIn :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = ∅,
PI = ∅, FI = V¯,
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α1 = ∗, β = w,
ydel :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a → ε | a ∈ V},
PI = ∅, FI = V¯,
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α1 = l, β = w,
zdel :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a → ε | a ∈ V},
PI = ∅, FI = V¯,
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α1 = r, β = w,
zO :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a → a¯ | a ∈ V},
PI = V, FI = V¯,
PO = ∅, FO = V,
α1 = ∗, β = w.
The informal idea is the following one. By means of the nodes ydel and zdel , a prefix and a suffix of the input word is
removed. In other words, an arbitrary factor of the input word is extracted. This factor enters the node zO where all its
symbols are substituted by their barred copies.
We now consider the AHNEP  = (V,U, χ,N, α, xIn, xO) from Example 1 and the one-to-one mapping h : U −→ U¯
defined by h(a) = a¯ for a ∈ V and h(Xi) = X¯i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We claim that 1 unionsq h accepts L′ in the weak sense. Indeed,
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the subnetwork h can start to work when it receives words having barred symbols only. By the above explanations, they
are factors randomly selected from the input word. 
In what follows, instead of giving all the details of how two networks are merged, as in Example 2, we simply say that
the words processed by the network 1 are given as inputs to the network 2 suitably modified.
3. Computational power of random context networks
3.1. Networks of substitution processors
We start this section by establishing a relationship between the classes Lwa(rcAHNSEP) and Lsa(rcAHNSEP). As it was
expected, we have
Theorem 3. Lwa(rcAHNSEP) ⊆ Lsa(rcAHNSEP).
Proof. Actually, we prove a bit more general result, namely that for every rcAHNSEP  there exists an rcAHNSEP ′ with
one output node only and
Lwa() = Lwa(′) = Lsa(′).
Without loss of generality, we assume that the set of rules in every output node of  is empty and that all its filter types
are strong. Indeed, if the filter type of one node is a weak one with P its input set of permitting symbols and F its input set
of forbidding symbols, then this node can be replaced by max{card(P), 1} output nodes, each of them having a strong filter
type where the input set of permitting symbols consists of a different symbol from P (or is empty if P is empty) and the
input set of forbidding symbols is F , respectively. Further on, the output set of permitting and forbidding symbols of every
such node is {Z} and the empty set, respectively, where Z is a new symbol. Now, in order to get ′, we add one more node
to , which is the unique output node of ′. This node can receive only those words containing the new symbol Z. We now
associate with each output node of  a set of substitution rules formed by one substitution only, namely X → Z , where
X is an arbitrary symbol from the input set of permitting symbols of that node applied in the ∗ mode (if the input set of
permitting symbols is empty, we take all substitution rules X → Z with X from the network alphabet). 
The class of languages computed by rcAHNSEPs is rather strange because it contains all regular languages over the unary
alphabet as well as non-context-free languages but there are even singleton languages that fail to be accepted in any way
by rcAHNSEPs.
The last assertion is immediate as any rcAHNSEP accepting a word x containing at least two distinct symbols, accepts
also all permutations of x.
Proposition 4
1. The class Lwa(rcAHNSEP) is closed under boolean union, literal morphism, and inverse weak literal morphism.
2. The class Lsa(rcAHNSEP) is closed under literal morphism, and inverse weak literal morphism.
Proof. 1. We give an informal proof for union that can be easily formalized by the reader. Let 1 and 2 be two rcAHNSEPs;
we construct a new rcAHNSEP  that contains three subnetworks. In the input node of the first subnetwork, an arbitrary
symbol of the input word is substituted by either its primed copy or its barred copy. All words containing a primed symbol
are received by a specific node while those containing a barred symbol are received by another specific node. All symbols
of the words arrived in these two nodes are replaced by their primed and barred copies, respectively. When this process is
finished, each of the two nodes contains only one word. The word containing primed symbols only is given as an input word
to the subnetwork formed from 1 suitably modified. The other word is processed analogously by the subnetwork formed
from 2 modified accordingly. The set of output nodes of  is the union of the sets of output nodes of 1 and 2 suitably
modified. Clearly, Lwa() = Lwa(1) ∪ Lwa(2).
If h : V −→ U is a literal morphism and  is an rcAHNSEP with the input alphabet V , then let ′ be the rcAHNSEP with
the input alphabet U formed by two subnetworks as follows. In the input node of the first subnetwork, each symbol b of the
input word is substituted by a symbol a′ such that a′ is a copy of a ∈ V that does not appear in V ∪ U and h(a) = b. When
all symbols of the input word were substituted, all the words obtained are sent to the input node of the subnetwork formed
frommodified accordingly. It is easy to see that h(Lwa()) = Lwa(′). The construction for the closure under inverseweak
literal morphism is similar and left to the reader.
2. The closure under literal morphism and inverse literal morphism follows similarly to the previous case. 
For boolean intersection, we have the following result.
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Proposition 5. The intersection of two languages in Lwa(rcAHNSEP) belongs to the class Lsa(rcAHNSEP).
Proof. By the Proof of Theorem 3, we may assume that as soon as a word enters the output node of an rcAHNSEP with the
weak acceptance mode, it remains there forever. In this case, the output node of each of the two modified subnetworks will
become non-empty at some step if and only if the input word is weakly accepted by each original network. 
Theorem 6. Every language R that is commutative and semi-linear can be accepted in the weak sense by an rcAHNSEP.
Proof. For every commutative, semi-linear language R ⊆ {a1, a2, . . . , ad}∗, there exist natural numbers n ≥ 1, ri ≥ 0 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n and d-dimensional vectors pi and qi,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ ri such that
R = ψ−1
⎛
⎝ n⋃
i=1
⎧⎨
⎩ pi +
ri∑
j=1
αi,jqi,j | αi,j ∈ N for 1 ≤ j ≤ ri
⎫⎬
⎭
⎞
⎠
whereψ is the Parikh mapping. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let
Hi = { api11 api22 · · · apidd aαi,1qi,111 aαi,1qi,122 · · · aαi,1qi,1dd a
αi,ri qi,ri 1
1 · · · a
αi,ri qi,ri d
d | αi,j ∈ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ ri }.
Then, R = ⋃ni=1 COMM(Hi) where COMM(Hi) is the commutative closure of Hi. An rcAHNSEP accepting Hi, for some
1 ≤ i ≤ n, can be constructed that consists of ri + 1 subnetworks. A subnetwork substitutes pi1 occurrences of a1
in the input word by the symbols (a1, pi1, 1), (a1, pi1, 2), . . . , (a1, pi1, pi1), then pi2 occurrences of a2 by the symbols
(a2, pi2, 1), (a2, pi2, 2), . . . , (a2, pi2, pi2)andsoon.Thederivation isnot successful if theaksareconsumedbefore (ak, pik, pik)
is written (1 ≤ k ≤ d).
Then the subnetwork for a number j, 1 ≤ j ≤ ri is chosen. This subnetwork receives words containing the symbols
(a1, pi1, 1), . . . , (ad, pid, pid) and possibly a¯. It substitutes qi,jk occurrences of ak by the symbols (a
′
k, qi,jk, 1),
(a′k, qi,jk, 2), . . . , (a′k, qi,jk, qi,jk) for k = 1, . . . , d as shown before. As soon as a word contains the symbols (a′k, qi,jk, qi,jk)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ d, it enters a designated node where all these symbols are replaced by a¯. The obtained word is now again an
“input" for some subnetwork for a number j′ until no occurrence of ak , 1 ≤ k ≤ d is observed in the current word.
The output node of the network can receive only those words without any occurrence of a1, . . . , ad but containing a
symbol (ad, qi,jd, qi,jd) for some number j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ri}. The network informally described here accepts Hi in the weak
sense .
By Proposition 4 (closure under union), there is also an rcAHNSEP that accepts the language R. 
As an immediate consequence, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 7. Every regular language R over a unary alphabet can be accepted in the weak sense by an rcAHNSEP.
However, not only semi-linear languages are acceptable.
Proposition 8. The class Lwa(rcAHNSEP) contains non-semi-linear (and hence non-context-free) languages over a one-letter
alphabet.
Proof. Let L = {an2 | n ≥ 1}. Obviously, L is a non-semi-linear language. Since context-free languages are semi-linear, L is
also non-context-free.
Starting from the well-known formula 1 + 3 + · · · + (2n − 1) = n2, we construct an rcANSEP accepting L. Let U =
{a, a1, a2, a3, a4, b, b1, b2, Z} be the working alphabet of the network. The filter predicates are strong in every node. The
input node is xIn; the only output node is xOut . The nodes are defined as follows:
xIn :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a → b},
PI = ∅, FI = U,
PO = {b}, FO = ∅,
x1 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {b → b1},
PI = {b}, FI = {a1, b1},
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
x2 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a → a1},
PI = {a, b1}, FI = ∅,
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
x3 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a1 → a2, b1 → b2},
PI = {a1, b1}, FI = ∅,
PO = ∅, FO = {a1, b1},
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x4 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a → a3},
PI = {a}, FI = {a3, b, b1},
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
x5 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a → a4},
PI = {a, a3}, FI = ∅,
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
x6 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {b2 → Z, a2 → b, a3 → b, a4 → b},
PI = {a2, a3, a4, b2}, FI = ∅,
PO = ∅, FO = {a2, a3, a4, b2},
xOut :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = ∅,
PI = ∅, FI = U \ {b, Z},
PO = ∅, FO = ∅.
If the input word is ε, then it cannot leave the input node and, hence, is not accepted (this is correct since ε /∈ L).
Let the input word be am for some m ≥ 1. We now consider the computation of the network. We denote by [w] the set
of all words that are letter-equivalent to w:
[w] = { bi1bi2 · · · bin | w = b1b2 · · · bn and {i1, i2, . . . , in} = {1, 2, . . . , n} } .
In the input node, an occurrence of a is replaced by b. The resulting words are all elements of [am−1b]. Ifm = 1, the only
word of this set is b which enters the output node. Hence, a1
2 ∈ L is accepted. If m > 1, the words enter x1 (and only this
node).
Now suppose that the set of words in node x1 is [am−k2b2(k−1)+1Z(k−1)2 ] and m > k2 (for k = 1, this set is exactly[am−1b]).
In x1, an occurrence of b is changed to b1 leading to [am−k2b2(k−1)b1Z(k−1)2 ]. The resulting words can only enter node
x2, where an occurrence of a is changed to a1. The words obtained can only enter node x3, where a1 and b1 are changed to
a2 and b2, respectively, leading to the set [am−(k2+1)a2b2(k−1)b2Z(k−1)2 ]. If k > 1, then these words move to node x1 again.
In the cycle of the nodes x1, x2, and x3, an occurrence of b is marked by b1, an occurrence of a is marked by a1, and then
both are changed to b2 and a2. If there are less as than bs, then all words are lost when they contain a symbol b1 but no a.
If there are enough as, we obtain the set [am−(k2+2(k−1)+1)a2(k−1)+12 b2(k−1)+12 Z(k−1)2 ] after an evolutionary step in x3. If
m = k2+2(k−1)+1, then all as are consumed and thewords are lost. Otherwise, they enter node x4, where an occurrence
of a is changed to a3. If still an a is left, the words move on to node x5 where an a is changed to a4 which yields the set
[am−(k2+2k+1)a4a3a2(k−1)+12 b2(k−1)+12 Z(k−1)2 ]; otherwise all words are lost. If there were enough as, the words enter node
x6 where all occurrences of a4, a3, and a2 are replaced by b as well as all occurrences of b2 are replaced by Z. Then the set
[am−(k2+2k+1)b2k+1Z(2(k−1)+1)+(k−1)2 ] is obtained. If m = k2 + 2k + 1, this set is [b2k+1Zk2 ]; all words enter the output
node xOut and, hence, the word a
(k+1)2 ∈ L is accepted. Ifm > k2 + 2k+ 1, thenm > (k+ 1)2 and all words move to node
x1 again.
Form ≥ 1, there is a natural numbern ≥ 1 such thatn2 ≤ m < (n+1)2. Let r = m−n2. Then r < (n+1)2−n2 = 2n+1.
The cycle presented above is continued until we have the set [arb2(n−1)+1Z(n−1)2 ] in node x6. If r = 0, these words enter
the output node xOut and the input word a
n2 ∈ L is accepted. If r > 0, the words enter node x1. For the next successful cycle,
2(n − 1) + 3 occurrences of a are necessary (the number of bs plus two for a3 and a4. Since r < 2(n − 1) + 3, the words
will get lost before they reach x6 again. Then there is no word left in the network and, hence, a
m /∈ L is not accepted.
Thus, the network accepts the language L. 
The last result of this section states that all languages accepted in the weak sense by rcAHNSEPs are contained in some
well-known complexity classes.
Theorem 9. Lwa(rcAHNSEP) ⊆ NL.
Proof. Let  be an rcAHNSEP with the working alphabet U; it is sufficient to construct an off-line nondeterministic Turing
machine that accepts L in logarithmic space. Such a machineM may be constructed as follows:
1.M has a finite set of states associated with each node of . This set is divided into disjoint subsets such that each filter
(input or output) and each rule has an associated subset of states.
2. M chooses nondeterministically a copy of the input word from those existing in the initial node of  (this word is
actually on the input tape of M in its initial ID) and follows its itinerary through the underlying network of . To this aim,
M keeps track on its working tape the number of occurrences of every letter from U in the current word. An O(log n) space
suffices,where n is the length of the inputword. Let us suppose that the currentword is x;Mworks according to the following
strategy:
(i) WhenM enters a state from the subset of states associated to a rule a → b, it decreases the number of occurrences of a
and increases the number of occurrences of b in x memorized on its working tape. If x does not contain any occurrence
of a, thenM blocks the computation.
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(ii) WhenM enters a state from the subset of states associated to a filter, it checks whether x can pass that filter. If x does not
pass it, M blocks the computation. Clearly, M checks first the condition of the sending node’s output filter and then the
condition of the receiving node’s input filter (which becomes the current node).
(iii) As soon asM has checked the input filter condition of an output node of , it accepts its input string.
It is easy to see that M accepts L. From this reasoning it also follows that the working space of M on every input string of
length n is O(log n), more precisely card(U)·log n. 
By the known fact thatNL ⊆ P, we get immediately the following result.
Corollary 10. Lwa(rcAHNSEP) ⊆ P.
3.2. Networks of deletion processors
The results on the computational power of rcAHNDEPs we present in this section are rather similar to those presented
in the previous section. Namely, we show that non-context-free languages can be accepted in the weak and strong sense by
rcAHNDEPs but there are singleton languages that cannot be accepted in any mode by any rcAHNDEP.
Proposition 11. The classes Lwa(rcAHNDEP) and Lsa(rcAHNDEP) contain non-context-free languages.
Proof. Let  be the following rcAHNDEP over the input alphabet {a, b, c, d,#} with one output node only:
xIn :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a → ε},
PI = {a, b, c, d,#}, FI = ∅,
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s,
x1 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {b → ε},
PI = {b, c, d,#}, FI = ∅,
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s,
x2 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {c → ε},
PI = {c, d,#}, FI = {a, b},
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s,
x3 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {d → ε},
PI = {d,#}, FI = {a, b},
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s,
xOut :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = ∅,
PI = {#}, FI = {a, b, c, d},
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s.
Let x be an input for this network. We assume that x contains all the letters of the alphabet {a, b, c, d,#}. In the input
node xIn, an arbitrary occurrence of a is deleted from x. All words obtained in this way are then received by x1, where
an arbitrary occurrence of b is deleted. All these words move to xIn again if a and b still occur. This “ping-pong" process
continues until no occurrence of a and b is observed in the current word. If |x|a = |x|b, then the process of removing all
occurrences of a and b is successful, while this process will eventually get stuck provided that |x|a = |x|b. Now all the
words obtained from x by a successful process as above collapsed into only one word, say y, which contains occurrences of
c, d and # only. This word enters simultaneously x2 and x3, where an occurrence of c and d is deleted, respectively. Again
a “ping-pong" game between the nodes x2 and x3 similar to that presented above takes place. All occurrences of c and d of
y can be successfully deleted if and only if either |x|c = |x|d or |x|d = |x|c + 1. After they were successfully removed, the
resulting word enters xOut and the computation ends by accepting the input word x. It follows Lwa() ∩ a+c+b+#d+ ={ ancmbn#dp | n,m ≥ 1, (p = m) ∨ (p = m + 1) }, which implies that Lwa() is not context-free. Moreover, Lwa() =
Lsa() holds, which completes the proof. 
We finish this section with the following results.
Theorem 12. A language over the unary alphabet {a} is accepted in the weak/ strong sense by an rcAHNDEP if and only if it is
one of these languages: {a}, {aa}, {a}{a}∗, or {aa}{a}∗.
Sketch of the proof. Let  = (V,U, χ,N, α, xIn,Out). Since we have only deletion nodes, we cannot introduce new letters.
Thus U = V = {a} andMx = {a → ε} for any x ∈ χ . Furthermore, the permitting and forbidding contexts of any filter can
only be {a} or ∅. Since the intersection of the permitting and forbidding contexts of a filter is empty, there are only three
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possibilities for the filters: all words over {a} or all non-empty words over {a} or only the empty word can pass the filter.
Moreover, it is easy to see that, if χ contains three nodes with the same input and output filters, then any computation
according to  can already be done if one of these nodes is cancelled. Analogously, one can cancel an output node, if two of
them have the same filters.
Thus we have only to discuss a finite number of possible networks. Going through all possibilities one can see that only
the languages mentioned in the statement can be obtained.
Corollary 13. Neither the class Lwa(rcAHNDEP) nor Lsa(rcAHNDEP) is closed under union, non-deleting morphisms, concate-
nation.
3.3. Networks of insertion processors
This case is simple and can be solved completely. As far as the computational power of rcAHNIEPs is concerned, we can
characterize precisely the class of languages computed by these networks.
Theorem 14. A language L over an alphabet V is accepted in the weak/strong sense by an rcAHNIEP if and only if there are subsets
V1, V2, . . . , Vn of V for some n ≥ 1, not necessarily pairwise disjoint, such that
L =
n⋃
i=1
{x ∈ V+i | |x|a ≥ 1, for all a ∈ Vi}.
Proof. First, we show that a language L of the form given in the statement can be accepted in the weak/strong sense by an
rcAHNIEP for any subsets V1, V2, . . . , Vn of an alphabet V . It is easy to see that the network
 = (V, V ∪ {X, Z}, {xIn, x1, x2, . . . , xn, xO},N, α, xIn, {xO})
with
xIn :M = {ε → X}, PI = FI = PO = FO = ∅, α = ∗, β = s,
xi :M = {ε → Z}, PI = Vi, FI = V \ Vi, PO = FO = ∅, α = ∗, β = s for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
xO :M = ∅, PI = {X, Z}, FI = PO = FO = ∅, α = ∗, β = s
accepts L in the weak and strong sense.
The converse statement follows immediately as soon as we note that if a word z is accepted in the weak/strong sense by
an rcAHNIEP , then all words of the language {x ∈ alph(z)+ | |x|a ≥ 1, for all a ∈ alph(z)} are also accepted by . 
From Theorem 14, we obtain the following results.
Corollary 15. Lwa(rcAHNIEP) = Lsa(rcAHNIEP).
Corollary 16. Both classes Lwa(rcAHNIEP) and Lsa(rcAHNIEP) are closed under union and intersection but fail to be closed
under non-deleting morphisms and concatenation.
3.4. Networks of non-inserting processors
Networks with substitution and deletion nodes only have been studied by Dassow and Mitrana in [5]. In that paper,
substitution nodes may also operate on the left end or right end of a word only. The following statements also hold for
hybrid networks since such substitution processors are not used in the proofs given in [5].
Theorem 17
1. Lwa(rcAHNNIEP) ⊆ Lsa(rcAHNNIEP) ⊆ L(CS).
2. The class Lwa(rcAHNNIEP) contains non-semi-linear languages.
The Proof of Theorem 9 can be easily extended to show that all languages accepted in the strong sense by an rcAHNNIEP
with all nodes working in the ∗ action mode are polynomially recognizable. It is an open question whether this inclusion
remains true for arbitrary rcAHNNIEPs.
As far as the closure properties of these families of languages are concerned, we have, analogously to the corresponding
statements in [5], the following results.
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Theorem 18 [5].
1. The class Lwa(rcAHNNIEP) is closed under boolean union, literal morphism, inverse weak literal morphism, and mirror
image.
2. The class Lsa(rcAHNNIEP) is closed under literal morphism, inverse weak literal morphism, concatenation, and mirror
image.
3.5. Networks of non-substituting processors
Similar to Theorem 3, we can prove that Lwa(rcAHNNSEP) ⊆ Lsa(rcAHNNSEP) (instead of substitution rules, we use
insertion rules in the output nodes). The addition of insertion nodes brings more computational power to rcAHNDEPs as
well as the addition of deletion nodes brings more computational power to rcAHNIEPs.
Proposition 19. For every k ≥ 1, the language Lk = { an | 1 ≤ n ≤ k } belongs to Lwa(rcAHNNSEP).
Proof. We consider the rcAHNNSEP having the following nodes:
xIn :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {a → ε},
PI = {a}, FI = {bk},
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s,
y1 :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {ε → b1},
PI = ∅, FI = {b1, b2, . . . , bk},
PO = {b1}, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s,
yi, 2 ≤ i ≤ k :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = {ε → bi},
PI = {bi−1}, FI = {bi, bi+1, . . . , bk},
PO = {bi}, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s,
xOut :
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
M = ∅,
PI = {bk}, FI = {a},
PO = ∅, FO = ∅,
α = ∗, β = s.
Wenote that every successful computation in this network can be described by the following itinerary through the network:
xIn, y1, y2, . . . , yi1 , xIn, yi1+1, yi1+2, . . . , yij , xIn, yij+1, yij+2, . . . , yk, xOut,
where 0 ≤ j < k and 1 ≤ ij < k. On the other hand, it is clear that if an input word z follows this itinerary for some j, then
z = aj+1 must hold. 
Two networks 1, 2 can be combined with additional nodes to a network  such that a word is accepted by  if and
only if it is accepted by 1 or 2.
Theorem 20. The class Lwa(rcAHNNSEP) is closed under union.
Proof. Let 1 and 2 be two networks with insertion and deletion processors only. First, we assume that all deleting nodes
work in the ∗-mode. Let Z′ and Z¯ be two symbols that neither occur in 1 nor in 2. We construct a new rcAHNNSEP  with
a new node as the input node which inserts Z′ or Z¯ into the input word. The word containing Z′ is given as an input word
to the subnetwork formed from 1 where Z¯ is added to all forbidding input filters and the word containing Z¯ is given as an
input word to the subnetwork formed from 2 where Z
′ is added to all forbidding input filters such that both subnetworks
cannot interact. Then, an input word is accepted by  if and only if it is accepted by 1 or 2.
Now we consider the case that not all deleting nodes of 1 work in the ∗-mode. If the filter type of an output node in
1 is a weak one with the permitting input filter being P with card(P) ≥ 2 (otherwise the type can be regarded as strong)
and forbidding input filter being F , then we replace this node by card(P) different nodes that have as permitting input filter
a subset of P with exactly one element and as forbidding filters the same filters as the original node. All these nodes are
considered now to have a strong filter type. To every permitting input filter of these nodes, we add Z′ (if Z′ gets lost on the
way to an output node, something was wrong).
Let Z′′ be a new symbol. The symbol Z′′ is added to all forbidding input filters. We add four nodes to the network: one
expects Z′ in the input and inserts Z′′, one expects Z′ and Z′′ in the input and deletes Z′, one expects Z′′ but does not allow
Z′ and inserts Z′, and another one that expects Z′ and Z′′ in the input and deletes Z′′. These four nodes together can shift
Z′ to another position within the word which could be necessary if Z′ is at the left or right end of the word and blocks an
operation. Since Z′′ belongs to all forbidding input filters of the other nodes, this shifting cannot be interrupted.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchy.
To all deleting nodes which have a non-empty set of rules and operate in l- or r-mode, we add the rule Z′ → ε. This is
for the case that Z′ was not moved away in time. Then a rule that would have been applied cannot be applied. This ‘error’
leads to rejection of the input word because Z′ is necessary for acceptance.
If not all deleting nodes of 2 work in the ∗-mode, we proceed analogously with a new symbol Z¯ instead of Z′′. An input
word is accepted by  if and only if it is accepted by 1 or 2. 
3.6. Networks of non-deleting processors
We can show the following result by the same proof as for Theorem 3 since the constructed network differs from the
original one only in substitution nodes.
Theorem 21. Lwa(rcAHNNDEP) ⊆ Lsa(rcAHNNDEP).
Analogously to Proposition 4, we can show
Theorem 22. The class Lwa(rcAHNNDEP) is closed under union.
Let A = {a} be a unary input alphabet. Let I ,D, S ,N I,ND, andN S be the set of all languages accepted in the weak sense
by an insertion network over the alphabet A, by a deletion network, by a substitution network, by a non-inserting network,
by a non-deleting network, and by a non-substituting network, respectively.
By the Theorems 14 and 12, Corollary 7, Proposition 19, we obtain the inclusions shown in Fig. 1.
A (solid) arrow stands for (proper) inclusion. The sets N I and N S are not necessarily incomparable.
4. Computational power of regular networks
In this section we study the power of regular AHNEPS. We mention that in all proofs of all statements of this section
only the ∗-mode of derivation is used. The r-mode and l-mode can be simulated by the ∗-mode using appropriate regular
languages as filters.
4.1. Networks of non-inserting processors
In [5], it was shown that regular networks with only substitution and deletion nodes always accept context-sensitive
languages and that every context-sensitive language can be accepted by such a networkwhere the number of nodes depends
linearly in the number of rules necessary for generating the language. Here, we show that one substitution node alone is
sufficient.
Theorem 23. For any context-sensitive language L, there is an accepting regular network  with exactly one substitution node
and one output node without rules that accepts the language L in the weak and strong sense.
Proof. Let L be a context-sensitive language and G = (N, T, P, S) be a grammar in Kuroda normal form with L(G) = L. Let
R1, R2, . . . , R8 be the following sets (A, B, C,D denote non-terminal symbols):
R1 = { x → xp,0, xp,0 → A | A → x ∈ P, A ∈ N, x ∈ N ∪ T } ,
R2 = { C → Cp,1 | p = A → CD ∈ P or p = AB → CD ∈ P } ,
R3 = { D → Dp,2 | p = A → CD ∈ P or p = AB → CD ∈ P } ,
R4 = { Cp,1 → Cp,3 | p = A → CD ∈ P or p = AB → CD ∈ P } ,
R5 = { Dp,2 → Dp,4 | p = A → CD ∈ P or p = AB → CD ∈ P } ,
R6 = { Cp,3 → A | p = A → CD ∈ P or p = AB → CD ∈ P } ,
R7 = { Dp,4 → B | p = AB → CD ∈ P } ,
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R8 = { Dp,4 → | p = A → CD ∈ P } .
We construct a network  of with the input alphabet T , the network alphabet
V = N ∪ T ∪ { } ∪ ⋃
p=A→x
{
xp,0
} ∪ ⋃
p=A→CD
p=AB→CD
{
Cp,1,Dp,2, Cp,3,Dp,4
}
and two nodes. The input node is (M1,∅,O1)with
M1 = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 ∪ R4 ∪ R5 ∪ R6 ∪ R7 ∪ R8, and
O1 = { }∗{S}{ }∗ ∪ {ε} ∪ V∗ \ ((N ∪ T ∪ { })∗O(N ∪ T ∪ { })∗),
where
O = { ε } ∪ { xp,0 | p = A → x ∈ P, A ∈ N, x ∈ N ∪ T }
∪ { Cp,1 | p = A → CD ∈ P or p = AB → CD ∈ P }
∪ { Cp,1ωDp,2 | p = A → CD ∈ P or p = AB → CD ∈ P, ω ∈ { }∗ }
∪ { Cp,3ωDp,2 | p = A → CD ∈ P or p = AB → CD ∈ P, ω ∈ { }∗ }
∪ { Cp,3ωDp,4 | p = A → CD ∈ P or p = AB → CD ∈ P, ω ∈ { }∗ }
∪ { AωDp,4 | p = A → CD ∈ P or p = AB → CD ∈ P, ω ∈ { }∗ } .
The output node is (∅, I2,∅)with
I2 =
{{ }∗{S}{ }∗ ∪ {ε} if ε ∈ L,
{ }∗{S}{ }∗, otherwise.
The network  has only one output node. Therefore, there is no difference between weak and strong acceptance.
By a case distinction on the rules of G, one can prove that any derivation w ⇒∗ v with v = ε of the grammar G can
be simulated by the network  in reverse direction (by a reduction v ⇒∗ w) and, on the other hand, a word v ∈ N ∪ T
can only be transformed into a word w ∈ N ∪ T if the derivation w ⇒∗ v exists in G. Since a substitution node cannot
delete letters, we replace letters by the symbol instead. When simulating a derivation w ⇒ v in G, we have to take into
account that the correspondingword in the substitution nodemay contain gaps in form of several occurrences of the special
symbol . 
4.2. Networks of non-deleting processors
Themain difference between context-sensitive and non-context-sensitive grammars is that, in arbitrary phrase structure
grammars, erasing rules are allowed. In order to simulate an erasing rule in reverse direction, we introduce an insertion
node.
Theorem 24. For any recursively enumerable language L, there is an accepting network of evolutionary processors with exactly
one substitution node, one insertion node and one output node without rules that accepts the language L in the weak and strong
sense.
Proof. Let L be a recursively enumerable language andG = (N, T, P, S) be a grammar in Kuroda normal formwith L(G) = L.
The idea of the proof is to extend the network  constructed in the Proof of Theorem 23 by an inserting processor which
is responsible for the reverse simulation of erasing rules and the work of M1 is enriched by additional substitutions which
produce words that can be send to the insertion node.
We construct a network ′ of evolutionary processors with the input alphabet T , the network alphabet V ′ = V ∪{
x′ | x ∈ N ∪ T }, a substitution node (M′1, I′1,O′1) (which is the input node) with
M′1 = M1 ∪
{
x → x′ | x ∈ N ∪ T
}
∪
{
x′ → x | x ∈ N ∪ T
}
,
I′1 = (N ∪ T ∪ { })∗
{
x′ | x ∈ N ∪ T
}
(N ∪ T ∪ { })∗,
O′1 = O1,
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the output node (∅, I2,∅) and an insertion node (M′3, I′3,O′3)with
M′3 = { λ → A | A → λ ∈ P } ,
I′3 = I′1,
O′3 = I′1
where V ,M1, O1, and I2 are defined as in the Proof of Theorem 23.
Between two simulation phases, the substitution node can mark a symbol such that the word can leave the node and
enter the insertion node. This processor inserts a non-terminal that belongs to an erasing rule of the grammar G and returns
the word to the substitution node. This processor then has to unmark the primed symbol. If marking or unmarking is not
performed in the correct moment, the word will be lost. Due to the definition of the filters, we can connect all nodes with
each other (to obtain a complete graph) without changing the behavior of the network. 
4.3. Networks of non-substituting processors
In [2], it is shown that every recursively enumerable language can be generated by a network of one inserting processor
and one deleting processor. Similar to the proof of that statement, we can prove the following result.
Theorem 25. For any recursively enumerable language L, there is an accepting network of evolutionary processors with exactly
one deletion node, one insertion node and one output node without rules that accepts the language L in the weak and strong sense.
Proof. Let L be a recursively enumerable language andG = (N, T, P, S) be a grammar in Kuroda normal formwith L(G) = L.
We define the sets of partial prefixes and partial suffixes of a word u by
PPref (u) = {x | u = xy, |y| ≥ 1}, PSuf (u) = {y | u = xy, |x| ≥ 1},
respectively.
LetV = N∪T andV = V∪{ }.Wedefine ahomomorphism h : V∗ → V∗ by h(a) = a for a ∈ T and h(A) = A forA ∈ N
andsetW = { h(w) | w ∈ V∗ }.Weconstruct anetworkwith thenetworkalphabetX = V ∪⋃p∈P{p1, p2, p3, p4}, the input
alphabet T and three processors. The input (inserting) processor is (M1, I1,O1), the deleting processor is (M2, I2,O2) and
the output processor is (∅, {S },∅)with
M1 = { λ → } ∪ { λ → pi | p ∈ P, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 } ∪ { λ → A | A ∈ N } ,
I1 = W \ { S } ,
O1 = X∗ \ (WR1,1W),
M2 = { pi → λ | p ∈ P, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 } ∪ { x → λ | x ∈ V } ,
I2 = WR1,2W,
O2 = X∗ \ (WR2,2W)
where
R1,1 =
⋃
p=u→v∈P
({p1h(v), p1h(v)p2, p1p3h(v)p2, p1p3h(v)p2p4}
∪ {p1p3}PSuf (h(u)){h(v)p2p4})
R1,2 = { p1p3h(uv)p2p4 | p = u → v ∈ P } ,
R2,2 =
⋃
p=u→v∈P
({p1p3h(u)}PPref (h(v)){p2p4} ∪ {p3h(u)p2p4, p3h(u)p4, h(u)p4}).
The reverse simulation of the application of a rule p = a1 · · · as → b1 · · · bt to a sentential form αa1 · · · asβ with
x = h(α) and y = h(β) has the following form. In the insertion node, h(a)will be inserted before h(b):
xh(b1) · · · h(bt)y ⇒4 xp1p3h(b1) · · · h(bt)p2p4y
⇒ xp1p3 h(b1) · · · h(bt)p2p4y ⇒ xp1p3as h(b1) · · · h(bt)p2p4y
⇒∗ xp1p3a1 · · · as h(b1) · · · h(bt)p2p4y.
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This word leaves the insertion node and enters the deletion node. There, the evolution continues to
xp1p3a1 · · · as h(b1) · · · h(bt)p2p4y
⇒|h(bt)| xp1p3a1 · · · as h(b1) · · · h(bt−1)p2p4y
⇒∗ xp1p3a1 · · · as h(b1)p2p4y ⇒|h(b1)| xp1p3a1 · · · as p2p4y
⇒ xp3a1 · · · as p2p4y ⇒ xp3a1 · · · as p4y
⇒ xa1 · · · as p4y ⇒ xa1 · · · as y.
This word leaves the node and enters the output node if it is S (corresponding to the axiom of the grammar G) or it
enters the insertion node for the next simulation phase. Only those words remain in the network that are obtained in the
sequence described above; all other words get lost. 
5. Final remarks
In this paper we have studied the power of accepting hybrid networks with evolutionary processors, where at most two
types of nodes (deletion, insertion, and substitution) are allowed.
If the filters use regular languages as conditions, then the power is not restricted if non-substituting or non-deleting
nodes are used, i. e., all recursively enumerable languages can be accepted. In case of non-inserting nodes or substitution
nodes, all context-sensitive languages can be obtained as accepted languages. Thus the accepting capacity in these cases
could be determined completely. The power of regAHNDEPs and regAHNIEPs remain to be further investigated.
With respect to networks with random context filters, the picture is more unsatisfactory. Mostly, we were only able to
present some lower or/and upper bounds. Moreover, if we obtained lower and upper bounds for a family, the gap between
them is large. Only for rcAHNIEPswe got a precise characterization of the family of accepted languages. The exact determina-
tion of the accepted language family or tighter lower and upper bounds remains to be solved. However, in order to generate
all recursively enumerable languages it is necessary to use all three types of nodes. Furthermore, the results presented here
suggest that substitution is more powerful than the other two evolutionary operations.
Moreover, in the case of regular filters, we were able to prove all results using only nodes working in the ∗-mode of
derivation, whereas for random context filters we used the r-mode and l-mode, too. It is a completely open question what
power rcAHNEPS have which only use the ∗-mode.
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